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Abstract
The problem of ranking popular items is getting increasing 
interest from a number of research areas. Several algorithms have 
been proposed for this task. The described problem of ranking 
and suggesting items arises in diverse applications include 
interactive computational system for helping people to leverage 
social information; in technical these systems are called social 
navigation systems. The ranking and suggesting items arises in 
diverse applications including search query suggestions and tag 
suggestions for social tagging systems. Several algorithms are 
studied and proposed for ranking and suggesting popular items, 
provide analytical results on their performance, and present 
numerical results obtained using the inferred popularity of tags 
from a month-long crawl of a popular social bookmarking service. 
The main goal of this paper is to quickly learn the true popularity 
ranking of items and suggest true popular items.
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I. Introduction
The problem of learning the popularity of items that is assumed to 
be a priori unknown but has to be learned from the observed user’s 
selection of items is considered. In particular, we consider systems 
where each user is presented with a list of items (“suggested 
items”) and the user selects a set of preferred items that can contain 
either suggested items or any other items preferred by this user. 
The list of suggested items would typically contain only a (small) 
subset of popular items. The goal of the system is to efficiently 
learn the popularity of items and suggest popular items to users 
[1].
Items are suggested to users to facilitate tasks such as browsing 
or tagging of the content. Items could be search query keywords, 
files, documents, and any items selected by users from short lists 
of popular items. A specific application is that of tagging of the 
content where items are “tags” applied by users to content such 
as photos (e.g., Flickr), videos (e.g., YouTube), or Web pages 
(e.g., delicious) for their later retrieval or personal information 
management [4]. Fig. 1 shows an example user interface to enter 
tags for a web page.
The basic premise of social tagging is that the user can choose any 
set of tags for an information object according to her preference. 
In most existing social tagging applications, users are presented 
with tag suggestions that are made based on the history of tag 
selections. In this paper, our goal is to propose algorithms and 
analyze their performance for suggesting popular items to users 
in a way that enables learning of the users’ true preference over 
items. The true preference refers to the preference over items that 
would be observed from the users’ selections over items without 
exposure to any suggestions. A simple scheme for ranking and 
suggesting popular items (that appears in common use in practice) 
presents a fixed number of the most popular items as observed 
from the past item selections [2]. 

In this paper, we propose alternative algorithms designed to avoid 
reinforcements and provide formal performance analysis of the 
ranking limit points and popularity of the suggested items.

II. Back Ground
The problem studied in this relates to the broad area of 
recommendation systems (e.g., Kumar et al. [11] and Sandler 
and Kleinberg [12]) in which the goal is to learn which items 
are preferred by users based on the user’s selection of items. The 
important distinction of our problem is in that we consider a system 
with feedback, established through suggestions. This may results 
in positive reinforcements similar in spirit to those of well-known 
preferential attachment [13], [14]. Another related area is that of 
voting systems. Specifically, our system could formally be seen 
as an instance of approval voting [15], [16] in that each user can 
select any set of candidates offered on a voting ballot. Again 
intrinsic to our problem is the continual feedback that indicates 
popular candidates. In the voting systems literature, it is well 
recognized that such feedback may bias the voting results; see, 
e.g., Simon [17] for an analysis of the bandwagon and underdog 
effects induced by preelection polls. 
Our work is related to statistical learning problems of the multiarmed 
bandit type (e.g., Lai and Robbins [18]), described as follows: We 
consider a finite set of items. Each user is presented with an item 
that is selected by this user with (unknown) probability specific 
to this item. The goal is to present items to the users such that 
the expected cumulative number of item selections is maximized. 
An asymptotically optimal rule to decide which item to present 
was found by Lai and Robbins [8] and was further extended by 
Anantharam et al. [19] To allow presenting more than one item.

III. Implementation
Implementation is the process of converting a new system design 
into operation. It is the phase that focuses on user training, site 
preparation and file conversion for installing a candidate system. 
The important factor that should be considered here is that the 
conversion should not disrupt the functioning of the organization. 
The implementation can be preceded through Socket in java but 
it will be considered as one to all communication .For proactive 
broadcasting should be dynamic linking. So java will be more 
suitable for platform independence and networking concepts. 
Ranking Rules: We define two ranking rules called rank rule 1 
and rank rule 2.

Rank rule 1. •	 A simple ranking rule is the one that we already 
encountered in the algorithm TOP, where the rank score for 
an item i is incremented by 1 whenever a user selects this 
item.
Rank rule 2. •	 We noted that rank rule 1 may fail to discover 
the ranking order of the true popularity if used with suggestion 
rules such as TOP.

Frequency Proportional: PROP is a randomized algorithm that 
for each user presents a suggestion set of items, sampled with 
probability proportional to the sum of the current rank scores 
of items. We will later show analysis that this suggestion rule 
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combined with rank rule 1 is more robust to imitation than TOP, but 
there still may exist cases when it fails to learn the true popularity of 
items. Note also that the algorithm is computationally demanding 
when the number of items and suggestion set size s are non small; 
it requires sampling on a set of elements counter.

IV. Proposed Algorithm
In this paper we propose Naive Bayes algorithm for constructing 
a decision tree. We would like to give ranking for popular items 
based on a decision tree. If a learning algorithm produces accurate 
class probability estimates, it certainly produces an accurate 
ranking. But the opposite is not true. For example, assume that 
E+ and E¡ are a positive and a negative example respectively, 
and that the actual class probabilities are p (+jE+) = 0:9 and p 
(+jE¡) = 0:4.
An algorithm that gives class probability estimates: ^p (+jE+) = 
0:5 and ^p (+jE¡) =0:45, gives a correct order of E+ and E¡ in the 
ranking, although the probability estimates are poor. In the ranking 
problem, an algorithm tolerates the error of probability estimates 
to some extent, which is similar to that in classifcation.Recall that 
a classifcation algorithm gives the correct classifcation on an ex-
ample, as long as the class with the maximum posterior probabi 
lity estimate is identical to the actual class.Naive Bayes is easy to 
construct and has surprisingly good performance in classifcation, 
even though the conditional independence assumption is rarely 
true in real-world applications. On the other hand, naive Bayes 
is found to produce poor probability estimates.

TRAINMULTINOMIALNB (C, D)
V_ExtractVocabulary(D)1. 
N_CountDocs(D)2. 
for each c C3. 
do Nc_CountDocsInClass(D,c)4. 
prior[c] _Nc/N5. 
textc_ConcatenateTextOfAllDocsInClass(D,c)6. 
for each t   V7. 
doTd_COUNTTOKENOFTERM(textc,t)8. 
for each t   V9. 
do condprob[t][c] _Tct+1/dt Tdt+110. 
return V,prior,condprob11. 

ApplyMultinomialNB(C,V,prior,condprob,d)
for each W ExtractTokensFromDoc (V, d)1. 
for each c   C2. 
do score[c] _log prior[c]3. 
for each t   W4. 
do score[c] +=log condprob[t] [c]5. 
return arg max score[c]6. 

C is a fixed set of classes and it is given as C = {c1, c2, cJ}. A 
training set D of labeled  documents with each labeled Document 
(d, c)  X x C Using a learning method or learning algorithm, we 
then wish to learn a classifier that maps documents to classes: : 
X -> C

V. Results Analysis
Our main analytical results on the ranking and suggesting 
algorithms introduced in the preceding section.
PROP: We now consider the suggestion rule PROP combined with 
rank rule 1. In particular, we focus on characterizing its robustness 
to imitation. We derive exact characterization of the threshold 
imitation probability below which the ranking scores ρ (t) converge 

to the true popularity ranking scores r. When this condition holds, 
we obtain a closed-form expression for the frequencies with which 
items are suggested to users and the average precision of the 
suggested set. The actual results are shown in Fig 2 and 3.Move 
to Set: We show that under the suggestion set update rule M2S 
starting from any initial suggestion set of items, the probability 
distribution of the suggestion set converges to a unique limit 
distribution that is characterized in terms of the true popularity 
distribution r and the suggestion set size s.
Frequency Move to Set: We examine the suggestion rule FM2S. 
We show that this algorithm tends to suggest only a subset of 
sufficiently true popular items (“competing set”) and precisely 
characterize the competing set of items.

Fig. 1: Ranking Popular Items

Fig. 2: Suggesting Popular Items

Fig. 3: Ranked Items
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VI. Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed randomized algorithms like naive, PROP, 
M2S, FM2S and proposed Naïve Bayes algorithm to suggest the 
popular items based on ranking and popularity of items. We have 
considered the problem of ranking and suggesting popular items 
in systems where users can select any subset of items and the 
users’ selection of items can be swayed to the suggested items. 
The problem studied in this paper appears to differ from previous 
studies and may be worth exploring further we identified the limit 
ranking of the items which are provided by the algorithms and 
how they are related to the true popularity ranking and assessed 
the quality of suggestions as measured by the true popularity of 
suggested items. We primarily focused on understanding the limit 
ranking of the items provided by the algorithms, and how it relates 
to that of the true popularity ranking and assessed the quality 
of suggestions as measured by the true popularity of suggested 
items.
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